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CHAPTER 2

VIDEO
5Piano Players’ Score

Bass Players’ Score

C1

E1

G4

E2

E3 E4

G4

C5B4

B0 B1

B2 B3

B0

C1 sounds (reading C2) C2 sounds (reading C3) C3 sounds (reading C4) C4 C5sounds (reading C5)

*

C4 C5

C2 C3 C4 C5 C7 C8 

5 String

6 String

Middle C

C3
C2

C1

B3

B1 B2

4 String

C6

œ{&?
?

”“

T
A
B

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

0 1 3
0 2 3

0 2 3
0 2 4 5 7 9 10 12 14 16 17 19 21 22 24

* is a way to make notes with many ledger lines easier to read. It means: Read an octave higher than written.”“
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CHAPTER 5

Triad Inversion Summary Table 
Here is a summary of the most important information about triads we have covered so far. 

Examples using triads built from the root D:

Where is 
the Root of 
the Triad?

Lowest 
Note  

(Example)

Stacked 
Intervals 

Interval Between 
Lowest and Highest 

Note
Example

root  
position

bottom  
note

root of the 
chord

third + third fifth

major triad D major third+ 
minor third

perfect fifth D (D–F#–A)

minor triad D minor third+ 
major third

perfect fifth Dm (D–F–A)

diminished triad D minor third+ 
minor third

diminished fifth D° (D–F–Ab)

augmented triad D major third+ 
major third

augmented fifth D+ (D–F#–A#)

first inversion 
(sixth chord)

top note third of the 
chord

third + fourth sixth

major triad inv 1 F# minor third+fourth minor sixth D/F# (F#–A–D

minor triad inv 1 F major third+fourth major sixth Dm/F (F–A–D)

diminished  
triad inv 1

F minor third+ 
augmented fourth

major sixth D°/F (F–Ab–D)

augmented  
triad inv 1

F# major third+  
diminished fourth

minor sixth D+/F# or F#+ 
(F#–A#–D)

second inversion 
(four six chord)

in the 
middle

fifth of the 
chord

fourth + third sixth

major triad inv 2 A fourth+major third major sixth D/A (A–D–F#)

minor triad inv 2 A fourth+minor third minor sixth Dm/A (A–D–F)

diminished 
triad inv 2

Ab augmented fourth+ 
minor third

major sixth D°/Ab (Ab–D–F)

augmented 
triad inv 2

A# diminished fourth+ 
major third

minor sixth D+/A# or A#+ 
(A#–D–F#)

Print entire page

Print entire page

Print entire page

Print entire page

Print entire page
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CHAPTER 6

Let’s look at each chord in detail in the table below, using the example of C as the root. The grey 
arrows in the “Explanation” column point out the redundant naming that is dropped in the chord 
symbol. (There are quite a few variations possible when it comes to the actual chord symbol. The most 
frequently used conventions are listed). 

Name Triad 7th
Thirds 

Formula
Stacked 
Intervals

Example 
Spelled 

Out
Explanation

Chord 
Symbol

Sound

“C major 7” maj maj maj3-min3- 
maj3

maj3-p5-maj7 C-E-G-B Cmaj-maj7 Cmaj7 
Cma7 

C∆

stable, yet 
dissonant 

home 
jazzy

“C minor 7” min min min3-maj3- 
min3

min3-p5-min7 C-Eb-G-Bb Cmin-min7 Cmin7 
Cm7 
C-7

dark mellow
cool’n 
funky

“C7” 
“C dominant 7”

maj min maj3-min3- 
min3

maj3-p5-min7 C-E-G-Bb Cmaj-min7 C7 tense 
bluesy

wants to 
resolve

“C minor 
   major 7”

min maj min3-maj3- 
maj3

min3-p5-maj7 C-Eb-G-B Cmin-maj7 Cmin(maj7) 
Cm(ma7) 
Cm(maj7)

very  
wistful 
tense

FOUR-NOTE CHORDS WITH A DIMINISHED OR AUGMENTED FIFTH
What if you make seventh chords with diminished and augmented triads? You will find frequently 
used diminished and augmented seventh chords in the chart below. 

Name Triad 7th
Thirds 

Formula
Stacked 
Intervals 

Example 
Spelled Out

Explanation
Chord 

Symbol
Sound

“C minor 7 flat 
five” or “C half 

diminished”

dim min min3-min3-
maj3

min3-dim5-
min7

C-Eb-Gb-Bb Cdim-min7 Cmin7b5 
Cø

tense

“C 
diminished 7”

dim dim min3-min3-
min3

min3-dim5-
dim7

C-Eb-Gb-A 
(really Bbb)

Cdim-dim7 C°7 
Cdim7

even more 
tense 
dark

“C augmented 
major 7”

aug maj maj3-maj3-
min3

maj3-aug5- 
maj7

C-E-G#-B Caug-maj7 Cmaj7#5 
C+maj7

very bright

slightly 
mysterious

“C7 sharp five” 
C7 augmented

aug min maj3-maj3-
dim3

maj3-aug5- 
min7

C-E-G#-Bb Caug-min7 C+7 
C7#5

slightly jarring

bright
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INTERVALS

 TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING #3
a) Do these statements tell you exactly what to do? (yes or no?)

 Play a third
 Play a major fifth up
 Play a sixth down
 Give me an octave up
 Play a major third harmonically
 Play a fifth up, then a fourth up, then a second up.
 Play this melody in octaves.
 Can you sing a harmony in thirds with me?

True or False:

b) In order to determine a major third up from D, all you need to do is count up  
4 half steps.

c) A minor interval always involves a flat.
d) If you add a flat to the lower note of the interval the interval becomes bigger.
e) A major third must have a sharp in it.
f) If you determined an interval correctly and add the same accidental to both notes, 

the interval stays the same.
g) If you have a major third and put a flat in front of one of the notes, you get a minor 

third.
h) Determine the interval name (quantity and quality):

i) Why do you need to use two different strings to play an interval harmonically?

j) Are these interval names correct?

D – F ascending
D – G ascending
C – F ascending
E – A ascending
Eb – Ab ascending
Eb – G ascending
Eb – G# ascending
D – F descending

D – G descending
C – F descending
E – A descending
Eb – Ab descending
Eb – G descending
Eb – G# descending
C – F# ascending
C – Gb ascending

C – D# ascending
C – F# descending
C – Gb descending
C – D# descending
C – E¬ ascending
Dx – G# ascending

Diminished minor second
Diminished major sixth
Fifth
Sixth

Augmented third
Augmented fourth
Major third
Major fourth

Perfect seventh
Minor seventh
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INTERVALS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

?

?

?

?

?

?

œ œ# œ œ œb œ œb œb œn œ# œ œ œb œ œb œb œn

0 2 3 5 6
3 4 6 7

4 5 7 8
5 6 8 9

œ œb œb œ œb œ œ œ# œn œb œb œ œb œ œ œ# œn
9 8 6 5

8 7 5 4
7 6 4 3

6 5 3 2 0

œn œ œb œb œn œ# œn œn œn œ œb œb œn œ# œn œn œn

1 3 4 6 7
4 5 7 8

5 6 8 9
6 7 9 10

œ œ œ œ# œ œb œb œ œ œ œ œ# œn œb œb œ œ
10 9 7 6

9 8 6 5
8 7 5 4

7 6 4 3 1

œ# œ# œn œn œn œ œb œn œ# œ# œn œn œn œ œb œn œ#

2 4 5 7 8
5 6 8 9

6 7 9 10
7 8 10 11

œ# œn œb œ œ œ œ œ# œ# œn œb œ œ œ œ œ# œ#
11 10 8 7

10 9 7 6
9 8 6 5

8 7 5 4 2

E diminished scale (contains the same notes as the G, B¨, and D¨ diminished scales): 

F diminished scale (contains the same notes as the A¨, B, and D diminished scales):

 F# diminished scale (contains the same notes as the A, C, and E¨ diminished scales):

The Three Diminished Scales

T
A
B

T
A
B

T
A
B

VIDEO
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CHAPTER 3

Exercises  

moving up seven frets on the same string. The dots on the fretboard will help you to quickly locate 
the correct fret number.

Groove Examples
The fifth is one of the most important intervals in bass grooves. Country, bluegrass, Latin styles, pop, 
ballads and other styles employ fifths widely. Often the bass groove moves between the chord root 
and fifth in various rhythms and combinations. This adds movement to the bass line without chang-
ing the harmonic context. The fifth is an early overtone, meaning that even if you play just a single 
note the sound of the fifth is embedded in that one note (just much softer and in a higher octave). 
What is relevant here is that playing the fifth is a way to vary the sound of a chord without getting in 
the way of whatever else may be happening sonically. 

Check out the end of this chapter (Interval Inversions) for more ways of using that sound of the fifth.

œ
 

 

D7

 

 

D

44?

?
etc.

™ œ œ œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

3

4 14
12 10

12
10 9

11
9 7

9
7 5

7
5

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œ œ œ
5 7

7 5 7 5 5 7
7 5

7 5 5
7

5
5 5

7
5

7

5
5

T
A
B

Sixteenth note funk, shuffled

(harmonics)

Groove with FifthsO

xyz TIP: Watch out for chords that have a b5, dim, diminished, °, or Ø after the letter name of the chord. 
These symbols refer to the fifth being diminished; therefore, a perfect fifth played with a diminished fifth 
elsewhere (piano, guitar, melody…) would clash.  

VIDEO
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CHAPTER 3

Exercises 
Sing the tritone. It can be a tough interval for some to hit in the beginning. Sing a fourth (or fifth) first; 
then adjust by a half step up (or down). Then sing the original root note and the tritone without the 
in-between helper notes: 

For example: sing C–F, then sing up a half step to F#, now sing directly from C–F#.

Groove Examples
I am playing this next groove palm muting the strings: the palm of the right hand rests on the strings 
just enough to shorten the sustain and dampen the high frequencies while I pluck the strings with my 
thumb. 

™™
™™

™™
™™

44?

? .

œb œ
Œ ‰ œbJ œ œ ww

¿ œ# œ œ# œJ ‰ ‰ œJ

œ œb œ œ œ ‰ œ# j œ œ ‰ œ# j œ ‰ œ œb œ ‰ œ œb œ Œ ‰ œJ œb œ

13 12

11
12

11
12

X
4 5

5

5 6 5 6
5

2 3
4 5

5 6

2 3

5
7 8 7

5 6
5

Tritone Groove

T
A
B

INTERVAL INVERSIONS

Understanding Inversions
You have already observed that the sound quality of certain intervals is related:

same note

tense and want to resolve

sweet, and pleasant

open

e sounds bluesy

The reason for this sonic relationship is that these interval pairs are inversions of each other. The 
inversion is the interval needed in order to reach the octave from the given note.

VIDEO
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CHAPTER 4

In order to avoid unnecessarily complex scales, follow this additional rule:

 If a flat is in the name of the tonic — use flats. 

 If a sharp is in the name of the tonic — use sharps. (only applies to C# and F#)

 If starting on a “white key” note — use sharps, except for C (no sharps or flats) and F 
(use one flat).

 If starting on a “black key” — use flats and name the key by its flat name. 
(Exceptions: F# and C#, where either version is possible). 

Don’t use sharps and flats within one scale. (This is only true for the major scale and its modes, not 
for a variety of other scales, such as symmetric scales, melodic and harmonic minor scales and their 
modes, bebop scales and many others you may or may not have already encountered). 

Walk a String
Play a major scale up a string (observe the indicated fingering) from a starting note on an open string, 
as well as from a fretted starting note.

Fingerings for major scales up a string: E major (starting from the open E), A

# b# b major (starting on the first 
fret of the G string).

Intervals Built from the Tonic of the Major Scale  

In an ascending major scale, the intervals built from the tonic are major (except for the ones that are 
perfect):

octave 

In a descending major scale, all intervals from the upper tonic down are minor (except for the ones 
that are perfect):

octave

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

3

3

4

 4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

3

3

1

1

3

34

1

2

3

4

1

2
Fingering of major and minor tenths

Ab major up the G string

E major up the E string

Tenths Up a G Major Scale

black = ascending
grey  = descending
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CHAPTER 1

PREPARATION FOR THE CYCLE OF FIFTHS
If you did Test for Understanding #5 correctly, your answer for d) would look like this: 
(I’m adding the new accidental at the end of each line. You’ll see on page 108 how and why this makes sense.)

C (0)

G (1# – F#)

D (2#s – F#, C#)

A (3#s – F#, C#, G#)

E (4#s – F#, C#, G#, D#)

B (5#s – F#, C#, G#, D#, A#) or Cb (7bs – Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb, Fb)

F# (6#s – F#, C#, G#, D#, A#, E#)

Gb (6bs – Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb)

Db (5bs – Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb) or C# (7#s – F#, C#, G#, D#, A#, E#, B#)

Ab (4bs – Bb, Eb, Ab, Db)

Eb (3bs – Bb, Eb, Ab)

Bb (2bs – Bb, Eb)

F (1b – Bb)

The interval between these roots of major scales is that of a fifth. Each scale a fifth up adds one sharp 
accidental up to the points (F# and C#) where we switch to flats (now Gb and Db). From that point on, 
the number of accidentals (now flats) goes down by a flat until we arrive at zero accidentals (C) again.

Seen counterclockwise, the interval between the roots of major scales is that of a fourth (inversion of 
the fifth). Each scale a fourth up adds one flat accidental up to the points (Gb and Cb) where we switch 
to sharps (now F# and C#). From that point on, the number of accidentals (now sharps) goes down by 
a sharp until we arrive at zero accidentals (C) again. 

The added sharps occur in the order of falling (descending) fourths: F#, C#, G#, D#, A#, E#, B#

The added flats occur in the order of falling (descending) fifths: Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb, Fb

I consider the Circle of Fifths (or “Cycle,” as the jazzers prefer) to be one of the most useful and over-
looked tools for understanding harmony, practicing concepts, memorizing and analyzing tunes and 
more. Especially the bassist benefits from having a good handle on it, since the bass is tuned in the 
cycle. Chapter 8 has more on the Cycle.

MAJOR SCALE PRIMER
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Triad Primer for the Bassist

INTRODUCTION TO TRIADS
A triad is the simultaneous sounding of three notes. If the three notes are played one after another, the 
triad is arpeggiated. The most common forms of triads are constructed by stacking two thirds on top of 
each other.  

You will remember from Chapter 3 that thirds sound harmonious and pleasant, stable without sound-
ing bland. By combining a third with another we get one of four sounds that more or less fulfill this 
sound premise.

The simplest way to think of a of triad is this formula:

Take a scale, then, starting from any note within that scale: 

play a note – skip a note – play a note – skip a note – play a note. 

Example

? major third minor third

major thirdminor third?

œ œ œ# #œ œ œœœ

5 7
4 5 7

œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œœœ

5 7
4 5 7

4

T
A
B

T
A
B

A major scale stacking thirds starting from root (A)

A major scale stacking thirds from second note of the scale (B)

By playing three notes in this fashion you stacked two thirds. 

Depending on where in the scale you started and which scale you used, you get triads with differ-
ent sound qualities. Which quality depends on whether major or minor thirds are used and where 
those thirds are positioned within the triad. The first and last notes frame a perfect, diminished, or 
augmented fifth. 

Four combinations are possible: 

55

Position of brackets 
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CHAPTER 5

THE DIMINISHED TRIAD
Introducing Diminished Triads
A diminished triad is made up of two minor thirds.

SUGGESTED FINGERINGS VIDEO
50

minor third

minor third

minor third

minor third

diminish
ed  fifth

diminished fifth

3

2

1 4

1 4

These two fingerings are recommended as the two most accessible options because they require no 
shifting. The starting finger should be 1 or 3, as both give access to the minor third and diminished 
fifth respectively.

Practice these shapes ascending and descending.

SOUND OF THE DIMINISHED TRIAD

Diminished triads sound, tense, dissonant and have a strong desire to resolve.

CHORD SYMBOL

The root of the chord, with either a diminished sign (°) or the annotation “dim” (for example Cº , 
Cdim, F#° , F#dim). The diagrams above would be A° .

xyz NOTE: Keep in mind that Cº is a triad. There are four-note chords using similar symbols (see 
Chapter 6). 

DIMINISHED TRIAD ON THE  STAFF

? œ œb bœb bœœœ

8
6

4

8
6
4T

A
B
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TRIAD PRIMER FOR THE BASSIST

From the lowest note the intervals now change to a minor third on the bottom (between the third and 
the fifth of the root position triad) and a perfect fourth on top (between the fifth and the octave). The 
intervals from the lowest note are now a minor third and a minor sixth. This is why first inversion 
triads are also called sixth chords.

root 3 5 3 5 root

34? œ œ# œ œ# œ œ

5
4 7 4 7

7

5
4

2
4

2
2T

A
B

T
A
B

minor sixth

minor third fourth

Alternate fingering

1

1 4

1

2

perfect fourth

perfect fourth

minor third

minor third

m
in

or
 si

xt
h

minor si
xth 4

2

4

The grey dot shows the root in root position.

FORMULA AND FINGERING OF THE MINOR TRIAD FIRST INVERSION

.
 

From the lowest note the intervals now change to a major third on the bottom (between the minor 
third and the fifth of the root position triad) and a perfect fourth on top (between the fifth and the 
octave of the root position triad). The intervals from the lowest note are now a major third and a major 
sixth. The first inversion of minor triads, as with major triads, are also called sixth chords.

VIDEO
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CHAPTER 5

1

1

4

4

3

1
perfect fourth

perfect fourth

major third

major third

m
aj

or
 si

xt
h

m
aj

or
 si

xt
h

3

root b3 5 b3 5 8

? œ œn œ œ œ œ

5 8
7

8
7

7

5
3

2
3

2
2

T
A
B

T
A
B

major sixth

major third perfect fourth

2

CHORD SYMBOL

A/C# or Am/C

Read “A over C#”: an A major triad with a C# bass note.  
Read “Am over C”: an A minor triad with a C bass note. 
The third is the lowest note !  first inversion.

SOUND

The sound of a first inversion triad is stable, but more open than the root position. The first inversion 
of the major triad is often expected to move somewhere. For example, play C–C/E. The C/E chord 
wants to move to F. To recognize it, identify the lowest note. Try to sing the arpeggio and find the 
third on the bottom and the root on top. Note: if the third is on the bottom and the root on top with 
the fifth in between, we call it “closed voicing.” Chordal instruments frequently spread out the chord 
in a variety of ways, changing the order of the chord tones above the bass note. This is called “open 
voicing.” As long as the third is on the bottom (in the bass), however, the chord is considered a first 
inversion. 

TERMINOLOGY

Sixth chord or first inversion.

VIDEO
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CREATING THE MINOR SCALE
The minor scale is contained within the major scale. 

See the two octaves of C major below. To form a natural minor scale, stay with the same “game chips” 
but start from A rather than C. In other words, take these seven chips and declare A the root, not C. 
What you get is an A minor scale.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C major

C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C (relative* major
of A minor)

= half step * = see below for explanation of the relative scale relationship

▲ ▲

▲

▲ ▲

A minor

(relative* minor
of C major)

5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 33 4

C D E EDF G A B C F G A B C
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

The notes stay the same; only the point of reference (tonic) changes, and so does the scale degree 
numbering.

Since A is now the root, the formula for the scale changes:

perfect fifth, minor sixth, minor seventh, perfect octave

-
tionships to the new tonic, have changed.

Play the A minor scale, using this fingering. 

3

3

3

1

1

1

4

4

? œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

Minor Scale Primer77

VIDEO
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CHAPTER 10

E MINOR PENTATONIC PATTERNS

Pattern 1: “The Hexagon”

numbers = fingering = minor root

Pattern 2: “The Boot”

1

X

4

1

1

3

4

2

1

4

4

2

2

2

4

4

4

Pattern 3: “Big Box-Little Box”

Pattern 5: Little Box-Big Box”

1

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

1

1

1

Pattern 6: “The Upside-Down Boot”

1

1

3

3

4

1

1

1

1

3

VIDEO
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ANSWERS TO THE TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING QUESTIONS

TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING #1
How The Bass is Organized Part 1

a) E – 6 and A – 1, E – 8 and A – 3, E – 10 and A – 5
b) E – 1 and A – 8, E – 3 and A – 10
c) Two possible answers:
 In a) the notes have the same pitch, in b) they are an octave apart. 
 In a) the formula is “minus 5”, in b) it is “plus 7.”
d) A – 10th fret and D –  5th fret, D – 10th fret and A – 15th fret, A – 6th fret and D – 1st fret, D – 5th fret and G – open string.
e) D: 24 fret four-string: 9 times. 20 fret four-string: 7 times.
     24 fret five-string: 11 times. 20 fret five-string: 9 times.
     24 fret six-string: 13 times.
     F: 24 fret four-string: 8 times. 20 fret four-string: 7 times.
     24 fret five-string: 10 times. 20 fret five-string: 9 times.
     24 fret six-string: 12 times.
f) The same note (E) an octave apart, so same note, but not same pitch.   
  The same note (Ab) in the same octave, so same pitch.
 The note F two octaves apart, so different pitches.
g) The five lowest and the five highest notes on your bass.

TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING #2
How The Bass is Organized Part 2

a) For each note name: 7 (on a four string), 9 (five string), 11 (six string). 
b) No, the note will be played in various octaves. 
c) 2 or 3 
d)

D:  four-string: 10 on E, 5 on A, 0 or 12 on D, 7 on G
 five-string: 3 on B, 10 on E, 5 on A, 0 or 12 on D, 7 on G
 six-string: 3 on B, 10 on E - 5 on A - 0 or 12 on D - 7 on G, 2 on C  
A:  four-string: 5, 0 or 12, 7, 2   
 five-string: 10, 5, 0 or 12, 7, 2  
 six-string: 10, 5, 0 or 12, 7, 2, 9
B:  four-string: 7, 2, 9, 4   
 five-string: 0 or 12, 7, 2, 9, 4  
 six-string: 0 or 12, 7, 2, 9, 4, 11
F:  four-string: 1, 8, 3, 10   
 five-string: 6, 1, 8, 3, 10  
 six-string: 6, 1, 8, 3, 10, 5  
Bb: four-string: 6, 1, 8, 3  
 five-string: 11, 6, 1, 8, 3  
 six-string: 11, 6, 1, 8, 3, 10
Eb: four-string: 11, 6, 1, 8  

 five-string: 4, 11, 6, 1, 8  
 six-string: 4, 11, 6, 1, 8, 3
G:  four-string: 3, 10, 5, 0 or 12   
 five-string: 8, 3, 10, 5, 0 or 12  
 six-string: 8, 3, 10, 5, 0 or 12, 7
G#: four-string: 4, 11, 6, 1
 five-string: 9, 4, 11, 6, 1  
 six-string: 9, 4, 11, 6, 1, 8
C:  four-string: 8, 3, 10, 5   
 five-string: 1, 8, 3, 10, 5  
 six-string: 1, 8, 3, 10, 5, 0 or 12  
C#: four-string: 9, 4, 11, 6   
 five-string: 2, 9, 4, 11, 6  
 six-string: 2, 9, 4, 11, 6, 1
Ab (same as G#)
Db (same as C#)

TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING #3
Intervals Part 1

a) Play a third — incomplete. Up or down or at the same time? Major or minor?
 Play a major fifth up — False. There is no such thing as a major fifth.
 Play a sixth down — incomplete request. Major or minor?
 Give me an octave up — Clear.
 Play a major third harmonically — Clear.
 Play a fifth up, then a fourth up, then a second up — I know what to do at the first two junctures, but as for the last, major or minor second? 
 Play this melody in octaves — Basically clear, but it could be specified whether the additional octave should be added on top or below the   
 original one.
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 Can you sing a harmony in thirds with me? — This statement is usually clear, as minor and major thirds are adjusted according to musical   
 context. The harmony could be sung a third below or above. Typically such a harmony will include major as well as minor thirds.
 (Unless specified as descending, all intervals are meant to ascend in this section.)
b) False. It may lead you to Gb. D to Gb is a diminished fourth (D, E, F, G = four letters, hence, fourth). It should lead you to F#,  (D to F# is a   
 major third).

c) False. For example: D to F is a minor third, and so is G# to B, neither of which involve a flat.

d) True. For example: D to F is a minor third, Db to F is a major third.

e) False. For example: Db to F is a major third and so is C to E, neither of which involve a sharp.

f) True. For example: C to F is a perfect fourth, so is C# to F# or Cb to Fb.

g) False. For example: G to B is a major third and adding a flat to the B will make it a minor third, however, if adding the flat to the G, the third  
 becomes bigger (augmented third, Gb to B).

h) Determine the interval name (quantity and quality):
D–F ascending = minor third ascending
D–G ascending = perfect fourth ascending
C–F ascending = perfect fourth ascending
E–A ascending = perfect fourth ascending
Eb–Ab ascending = perfect fourth ascending
Eb–G ascending = major third ascending 
Eb–G# ascending = augmented third ascending
D–F descending = major sixth descending
D–G descending = perfect fifth descending
C–F descending = perfect fifth descending
E–A descending = perfect fifth descending

Eb–Ab descending = perfect fifth descending
Eb–G descending = minor sixth descending
Eb–G# descending = diminished sixth descending
C–F# ascending = augmented fourth ascending
C–Gb ascending = diminished fifth ascending
C–D# ascending = augmented second ascending
C–F# descending = diminished fifth descending
C–Gb descending = augmented fourth descending
C–D# descending = diminished seventh descending
C–Ebb ascending = diminished third ascending
Dx–G# ascending = diminished fourth ascending 

i)  Why do you need to use two different strings to play an interval harmonically?
 Because harmonically means to play them at the same time and you cannot physically do that on one string. 

j)  Diminished minor second: There is no such thing as a diminished minor second. The correct name is diminished second, which is one half   
 step smaller than a minor second (either by lowering the top note or by raising the bottom note by a half step).
 Diminished major sixth: no such thing, a mix of names; either a major sixth, or a diminished sixth (which is one half step smaller than a   
 minor sixth, made smaller either by lowering the top note or by raising the bottom note).
 Fifth: Correct naming. You could also say perfect fifth.
 Sixth: incorrect naming. Sixths are major or minor.
 Augmented third: correct naming; one half step bigger than a major third, achieved by either raising the top note or lowering the bottom   
 note by a half step.
 Augmented fourth: Correct naming of a fourth, one half step bigger than a perfect fourth. Raise the top note or lower the bottom note to   
 achieve this.
 Major third: correct naming.
 Major fourth: incorrect naming. This interval does not exist. Fourths are perfect.
 Perfect seventh: incorrect naming. Sevenths are major or minor, not perfect.
 Minor seventh: correct naming.

TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING #4
Intervals Part 1

True or false:
a) C to an E above the octave C is a compound interval.  TRUE
b) C up to E is the inversion of C down to the lower E.  TRUE
c) Playing C to E up and then E to C back down with both being in the same octave is not an inversion. It is just playing the interval up and   
 down.  TRUE
d) When you play C to G in a groove you can play the C and the G anywhere on the bass with similar but slightly different effects. This may   
 mean you are playing compound intervals, inversions or intervals ascending and descending. TRUE
e) If playing root–fifth–root as a groove, you can either play a fifth up from the root or a fourth down. TRUE 
f) A major ninth is an octave plus a major second. TRUE
g) An augmented eleventh is an octave and an augmented third. FALSE. An augmented eleventh is an octave plus an augmented fourth.
h) A major thirteenth is incorrect. It should be perfect thirteenth. FALSE. A thirteenth is an octave plus a sixth, which is major or minor, not   
 perfect.
i)  What is the inversion of:
 major third – minor sixth
 minor third – major sixth

#  §  b x  ¬

!
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b)  Write out the following triads:

Bbmin: Bb–Db–F
Bb: Bb–D–F
D: D–F#–A
Dm: D–F–A
Abmin: Ab–Cb–Eb

Ab: Ab–C–Eb
F#min: F#–A–C#
Faug: F–A–C#
Fdim: F–Ab–Cb
 

 c)  Name and play the triads:

B–D#–F#: B
B–D–F:  Bº
Bb–D–F: Bb
B#–D#–F#: B#°   
Bb–Db–Fb: Bb °

B–D–F#: Bmin
B–D#–Fx: B+
Bb–Db–F: Bbmin
 

 Name and play the triads:

D–F#–A: D
D–F–Ab: Dº
Db–F–A: Db+
D#–F#–A#: D#min 
Db–F–Ab: Db

D–F–A: Dmin
D–F#–A#: D+
Db–Fb–Ab: Dbmin

d) How are the chords built on the second and fourth scale degrees related? They both have a major subdominant sound quality, but neither   
 represents home (tonic), nor tension (dominant).
 What makes that so? They share two notes.
 Why is it important? They can sometimes be used interchangeably for reharmonizations (always use your ear, as this is not always so).
e) Following our model of creating triads from mixing minor and major thirds: Why is there not a triad that looks like this: C–Eb–G# or this:   
 C–E–Gb?
 C–Eb–G# would be a minor third plus an augmented third (not part of our formula). This chord can be renamed enharmonically by  
 changing the G# to an Ab, which is a first inversion Ab major triad.
 C–E–Gb would be a minor third and a diminished third, which is not part of the formula.

f)  Harmonize the song “Happy Birthday” using only I, IV and V. 

 ——PICKUP——     V                                       I                                             IV                        I            V    I
 Happy Birthday to you, happy birthday to you. Happy birthday dear bassist, happy birthday to you. 

g)  Are the following chords triad inversions?

G/D: yes
G/A: no
G/F: no
G/B: yes
B/G: no
G/Bb: no

Bb/G: no
Gmin/Bb: yes
Emin/C: no
F/D: no
D/F#: yes

h) What notes do the following chord symbols contain?
 G/D: G–B–D with D as lowest note (G–B–D over D in bass);  2nd inversion G triad
 G/A: G–B–D  over A
 G/F: G–B–D over F
 G/B: G–B–D over B (first inversion G triad)
 B/G: B–D#–F# over G  
 G/Bb: G–B–D/Bb (very tense sound)
 Bb/G: Bb–D–F over G
 Gmin/Bb: G–Bb–D over Bb (first inversion Gmin triad)
 Emin/C: E–G–B over C
 F/D: F–A–C over D
 D/F#: D–F#–A over F# (first inversion D triad)
 F/G: F–A–C over G (sounds like G7sus)
 Gsus2: G–A–D
 Gsus4: G–C–D
 Gbsus2: Gb–Ab–Db
 Gbsus4: Gb–Cb–Db
 C

Bb
Ab
Bb

Gb
C

Gm
Fm : G–Ab–Bb–C–D–F with F in the bass

 C
Bb

Ab
Bb

Gb
C

Gm
Fm : Gb–Bb–C–Db–E–G with C in the bass
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 GLOSSARY
Alteration chromatic changes (half step up or down) applied to any of these diatonic tones:  9ths, 
11ths, 13ths and the chord tone of the 5th. We are now no longer within the strict diatonic context.

Approach tones one or more notes leading up to a chord tone, usually done in a stepwise motion 
(half steps or whole steps) involving diatonic or chromatic material. The effect is that of creating a 
“pull” towards the chord tone or the downbeat (or another “heavy” beat) of the bar.

Articulation different ways to play an individual note; for example, short or long; strong or soft 
attack. Phrasing is a bigger picture, regarding a series of notes, whereas articulation applies to a single 
note.

Augmented major or perfect intervals increased by a half step. Augmented 5ths in a chord context 
give the chord its augmented (aug or +) name. 

Cadence in our context, a cadence is a series of chords that lock you into the key of the tonic (in 
other words, make it easy to sing the tonic of the key. The simplest cadence is playing the triads of the 
following scale degrees in this order: I–IV–V–I.

Chord the sounding of more than two notes together.

Consonant two or more tones sounding together in a pleasant way.

Density refers to how many notes are played in a given time or how close notes are together in a 
chord. This can mean a lot of notes played at the same time (chord voicings can be dense, i.e., full, 
thick, rich) or one after another, as in “rhythmically dense.” Arrangers pay a lot of attention to balanc-
ing the density of arrangements. A lot of activity in a certain sonic range can also make a piece have 
more density. When playing in a band context it is good practice to pay attention to density and to 
compliment it by either joining in or contrasting it. 

Diminished minor or perfect intervals decreased by a half step. Diminished 5ths in a chord context 
give the chord its diminished (dim, ° or ø) name.

Displacement (tonal and rhythmic) 
 rhythmic displacement: moving rhythmical phrases by a beat or more so the emphasis is changed. 

 tonal displacement: moving a note or group of notes up or down by a certain interval; a common   
  method is octave displacement

Dissonant two or more tones sounding together in a harsh way.

Dominant the dominant seventh chord built on the 5th scale degree creates the dominant sound of 
tension, a tension that wants to resolve to the tonic. This tension is created through the tritone within 
the dominant seventh chord (between its 7th and 3rd).

Double flats, double sharps two sharps (x) raise a note by a whole step, two flats (¬) lower a note 
by a whole step. This may result in black or white piano keys: A¬ is a white key, F¬ is a black key. 

Downbeat beat “1” of a bar. Unless otherwise specified, in 4/4, beats “1” and “3” are considered the 
“heavy” beats of the bar, not necessarily in terms of dynamic emphasis, but harmonically speaking 
(i.e.: putting down a chord-defining element, usually the root.
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